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The Earth and Us     





Gl b l io a  warm ng
Pollution
Over population
Land use change    ,...
N d t i t l ‘h lth’
3
ee   o measure env ronmen a   ea
If you can't measure it – you can't manage it
Assessing Ecological ‘Health’   



































• Species richness/diversity and abundance     
• Behavioural studies
• Disturbance
• Environmental health measurement   
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Ecosystem Processes and Sensors     
1.Cycling of water
2.Cycling of nutrients Traditional sensors:    
3.Energy transfers temperature, water, light etc. 
l d l4.Species inc. biodiversity Mu time ia sensors: emu ate scientists ears and eyes
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N d i b f• Lots of research into human 
speech recognition, acoustics
• Distinguish: species location

















• How to collect, store and process sound?           
– Distributed








• Lo‐Fi consumer h/w (ride commoditisation wave),         
• Sound: audible range, not directional, terrestrial
T lb l i i l l ti• oo ox ana ys s – no s ng e so u on
• Trade sensing time for detection accuracy
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Need large training sets
Scan sonogram 
with recogniser
–      
– Contemporaneous acoustic events (not 
noise)
– Variability in calls, freq etc.       
ASR techniques work for some
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but by no means all calls
2 Acoustic event detection.     










3 Acoustic Landscape using AED.       



























• Users can share data & tags • Visualise data• Download csv files – tagged data
























thi d th t f k l b di b h is an  o er aspec s o   oa as  ree ng  e av our 
koalas may be saved from extinction.
• Solution: research and deploy a wireless acoustic 




















Thanks Plugs and Questions?,     
• Plugs ‐ conferences
– Dec 7‐9, IEEE e‐Science 2009, Oxford UK
– Dec, 2010, IEEE e‐Science 2010, Brisbane, Australia
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